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Kevin And I In India
Heartbreaking to see country I love so much suffering - Former England batsman Kevin Pietersens tweet on COVID crisis in India.
Heartbreaking to see country I love so much suffering - Kevin Pietersen's tweet on COVID in India
England legend Kevin Pietersen has heaped praise on Sanju Samson, insisting he is in ‘absolute awe’ of the India and Indian Premier League star. Samson, who has made seven appearances for India in T20 ...
‘I just love him’ – England legend Kevin Pietersen in ‘absolute awe’ of India star Sanju Samson
South Africa-born former England batsman Kevin Pietersen has commented on the decision to postpone this year's Indian Premier League (IPL).
Kevin Pietersen weighs in on ‘suffering’ India and decision to postpone IPL
Former England cricketer Kevin Pietersen took Tuesday to Twitter to express his thoughts on the ongoing Covid-19 crisis in India. Kevin Pietersen expressed that he is heartbroken to see the things ...
Heartbreaking to see India suffering tweets Kevin Pietersen
Nick Jonas and Kevin Jonas urged fans to help Indians through Priyanka Chopra's fundraiser. The initiative is aimed at raising money to aid India's COVID crisis ...
Nick Jonas And Kevin Jonas Urge Fans To Help India Amidst COVID Crisis
India is currently witnessing an unprecedented peak as more people are testing positive in the ongoing second wave than did during the initial high last year.
Kevin Pietersen Posts 'all Caps'-laden Message For IPL Fans Amid COVID-19 Crisis In India
Former England captain Kevin Pietersen has defended Australia opener David Warner and India star Rishabh Pant after they suffered rare failures in the Indian Premier League. Warner attracted criticism ...
England hero Kevin Pietersen defends Australia opener David Warner and India star Rishabh Pant after rare IPL failures
Former England cricketer Kevin Pietersen was ‘heartbroken’ after the 2021 Indian Premier League (IPL) had to be postponed for an ...
‘Heart-breaking to see a country I love so much suffering’ – Kevin Pietersen reacts after IPL 2021 gets postponed indefinitely
Questions were raised at the start of the league on whether the BCCI or host broadcasters were doing enough to spread awareness against COVID-19.
IPL 2021: I Miss Fans in The Stadiums, Says Kevin Pietersen
Kevin Pietersen shared an interesting anecdote regarding MS Dhoni and his assessment of Kohli a few years ago.
'The guy is an absolute freak show': Kevin Pietersen reveals MS Dhoni's interesting take on Virat Kohli in 2016
The Indian Premier League, the world’s richest Twenty20 cricket tournament, was suspended yesterday and its players sent home as India battles a massive surge in coronavirus cases.
IPL suspended as coronavirus cases surge in India
With the second COVID-19 wave rampant in the country, the BCCI decided to host the 14th edition of the Indian Premier League behind closed doors. And former England skipper Kevin Pietersen has said ...
IPL 2021: I miss the fans in the stadiums, says Kevin Pietersen
Ursula von der Leyen says EU ‘ready to discuss’ vaccine patent proposals; WHO hails US move as ‘heroic’; experts say India peak may not be reached for weeks ...
Coronavirus live: EU ‘ready to discuss’ vaccine patent waiver after WHO calls US move ‘heroic’; new India case record
KKR batsman Shubman Gill is going through a rough patch with the bat, and that is reflecting in the overall team performance as well.
IPL 2021: 'He Just Seems so Lazy' - Kevin Pietersen on Shubmam Gill in Ongoing IPL
At least 38 Australians involved in the Indian Premier League are in limbo after the lucrative cricket tournament was suddenly postponed because of surging coronavirus cases at a time when they’re ...
Australian cricketers in limbo after India's IPL postponed
The Biden administration has backed an initiative by India and South Africa at the WTO to temporarily waive patent rules on COVID-19 ...
US backs proposal of India, South Africa at WTO for patent waiver for COVID-19 vaccines
UEFA Champions League live streaming, match details, Manchester City vs PSG. The match will start at 12:30 AM IST on Wednesday (May 5).
UEFA Champions League live streaming: When and where to watch Manchester City vs PSG 2nd leg of UCL semifinal Live streaming and telecast in India
California's recall campaign begins, a Black Lives Matter proposal resonates in a special House race, and Virginia Republicans get ready to pick their nominees.
The Trailer: California Republicans lose the bear – and some momentum for the Gavin Newsom recall election
India has the double mutation [COVID-19] variant. That’s the variant that has two escape mutations. And that is a variant we do not need to get into the United States and have it spread. Infection ...
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